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Preface
Scottish country dancing in Vancouver had a very early start, a mere seven years after the formation of the
Royal Scottish Country Dance Society itself. It was in fact the first organized SCD in Canada. We owe our
knowledge of the earliest years to a minute book with disintegrating black binding and yellowing sheets,
some closely typewritten and some handwritten. This book records the foundation and early history of the
“Vancouver Branch” of the “Scottish Country Dance Society of BC,” precursor of the present Vancouver
Branch of the RSCDS. It was preserved thanks to Jean Brakenridge, sister of Pearl Brakenridge who had
served as the Secretary of the early “Vancouver Branch” during the 1950s. In 1981, Jean found the minute
book among her sister’s effects and gave it to the Vancouver Branch Archives.
The minute book, together with other early records, was transferred to the Vancouver City Archives in 2011
to ensure its preservation. The present account is an attempt to make the story of Scottish country dancing
in Vancouver more widely available. The story begins in the 1930s when Scots were a dominant group in
Vancouver, continues through the middle years of the twentieth century when Scottish immigrants
continued to come in large numbers, and ends (for now) in the early twenty-first century, when Canadians
from many origins learned to love this high-spirited form of dancing for its own sake.

Thanks go to a number of my fellow dancers and others:
The Vancouver City Archives staff gave me access to archival materials.
Kerry and Mary Ann McDevitt (photographer and archivist for the Branch respectively) patiently searched
out high-resolution versions of many photos.
A number of teachers and dancers kindly wrote accounts of their own groups: Gerda Barwieck, Derek
Bisset, Cathrine Conings, Marion Dutcher, Dorothy Hargreaves, Wendy Hutcheon, Ruth and Alex Jappy,
Laurie Lang, Nan McKay, Margaret Moore, Margaret Nichols, Elizabeth Peerless, Ann Thrasher Rogers,
and Simon Scott.
Members of long standing shared their memories through interviews: Fran and Sandy Caruth, Brian
Corbould, Dorothy Hargreaves, Ruth and Alex Jappy, Liz Johnston, Duncan MacKenzie, Mary Murray,
Simon Scott, Kay Sutherland, and Ed and Jean Wagstaff.
Fran Hillier collaborated with me in the interview process.
Dougie Gibson of Its All Good in Scotland kindly designed the cover page.
In earlier years, I was given access to original and photocopied manuscript material on the general history
of Scottish country dancing by the staff at the Atholl Collection of the A.K. Bell Library, Perth; the Bodleian
Library; Drummond Castle; the National Library of Scotland; and the RSCDS Archive.
I have attempted to set the early part of the story against the broader background of Vancouver in the 1930s.
A short general history of Scottish country dancing is given in the Introduction to suggest the origins of
some traditions as they developed in Vancouver.
Photographs which are not attributed are either my own or anonymous photos in the Branch archives.

Introduction

…

A Short History of Scottish Country Dancing

At the BC Highland Games held each June, two
demonstrations take place. One is a polished
performance by the Vancouver Branch
Demonstration Team. The team’s Director creates

Vancouver Branch Demonstration Team
BC Highland Games 2008
Photo Stuart Somerville

a program of dances with choreographed links
between them, and the dancers work to refine their
individual technique as well as their teamwork.
The final performance is stunning, with everyone
dressed in bright costumes and moving in unison.
It is a wonderful display of intricate, interweaving
dance patterns set to music.
The other demonstration is less polished.
Participants are dressed in everyday clothes and
the dance are easy and often familiar. The dancing
is not always elegant, but it is joyful. This is
known as the “Massed Demonstration,” rather
euphemistically these days as the numbers of
dancers have declined over the years. It aims to
show the audience that everyone can participate in
Scottish country dancing. It demonstrates the truth
of the current slogan of the RSCDS: Fun, Fitness,
and Friendship.

Massed Demonstration, BC Highland Games 2007
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These contrasting views of dancing – on the one
hand, dance as a discipline; on the other, dance as
an expression of community – lie in our heritage.
As we shall see in this brief account of SCD
history, the two do not have to be mutually
exclusive.

Early Country Dancing
The earliest known dances of the British Isles are
communal, danced in a line or circle where
everyone is equal.

The country dance soon entered this world of polite
manners and dancing masters, as the title of its first
published book of instructions shows. John
Playford’s The English Dancing Master: Or Plain
and Easy Rules for the Dancing of Country Dances
appeared in 1651. Some of Playford’s titles sound
rural, but others, like Step Stately and Gray’s Inn
Mask, suggest that the dances had moved up the
social scale. In his Preface, Playford reminds his
readers how good dancing is for them morally and
intellectually. All 105 of his dances are group
dances based on figures. They include rounds for six
or eight, squares for four or eight, and longways
dances for six, eight, or "as many as will." Many
terms we still use, like “lead,” “cast,” and “hands
round,” occur in this book.

A medieval “carole” or chain dance
In sixteenth-century England some such dances
became known as “country dances,” with rural
names like Jenny Pluck Pears and Gathering
Peascods. Queen Elizabeth I enjoyed watching
them during her “progresses” through the country.
They became popular at her court because they
were fresh and exuberant, and probably also
because they appealed to a Queen who gloried in
her nationalism. A late sixteenth-century
courtier’s diary entry runs, "We are frolic here in
Court; much dancing in the privy chamber of
Country dances before the Queen's Majesty who is
exceedingly pleased therewith.”
When country dancing moved to the court, it met
another attitude towards dancing which was highly
influential in Europe from the time of the
Renaissance. This saw dancing as an essential part
of education. By refining and controlling their
movements, young people proved they were eligible
for social advancement. Graceful dancing was also
thought to foster balance and maturity of mind.
Young gentlemen learned the arts of dancing,
fencing, and riding, sometimes from the same
instructor!
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Playford’s title page
The growing popularity of country dancing led to
seventeen more editions of Playford’s book. In
them, the form of the country dance became more
narrowly defined and less communal. The round
and square dances were dropped, leaving only the
longways set, which fitted the long dance hall rather
than the village green. The sets now had a “top,”
occupied by the couple of highest rank.
English country dancing soon became fashionable
in France, where it acquired the elegance of the
French courtly style and resulting social prestige. In
England in the eighteenth century, country dancing
was all the rage. Many towns and cities had
assembly rooms where only the genteel were
admitted and behaviour was controlled by strict
rules of etiquette. For example, gentlemen could
invite ladies to dance only after they were formally
introduced, and ladies could not refuse an invitation

and then accept a better partner. So country dancing
was no longer free and easy, but part of a statusconscious ritual. Eventually, as we see in the novels
of Jane Austen, it became a way of showing one’s
desirability as a marriage partner.

who had just returned from exile in France, and
whose support for Bonnie Prince Charlie was to
lead to his early death. Young wrote a second
collection of the “newest” country dances for the
Edinburgh Assembly in 1740. A musician himself,
Young provided music for each dance in settings
for violin. The Edinburgh Assembly was run by
eminently respectable “lady directresses,” and this
probably helped win over Calvinists who had been
sure that dancing was an invention of the Devil.

Section of title page, Thompson’s Compleat
Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances
(London 1780)
Hundreds of collections of the “newest” and “latest”
dances appeared, offering up-to-the-moment
descriptions of the country dances most fashionable
at the Court, Bath, etc. Paradoxically, though, there
is a sameness about the dances in these collections.
Virtually all follow a standard pattern of 32 bars,
with a relatively small number of figures arranged
and rearranged. The aesthetic they express is one of
order and symmetry, and their music consists of
matched A and B phrases. They are like Pope’s
heroic couplets, without his genius.

Country Dancing Comes to Scotland
After the political union of 1707, the fashion for
country dancing spread to English-speaking
Scotland. It brought assembly rooms, dancing
masters, and pointed toes. While country dancing
in England began as the dancing of ordinary
people, by the time it arrived in Scotland “country
dancing” was a misnomer, and it was essentially
the dancing of aristocrats.
The earliest known Scottish manuscripts of
country dances were written in the 1730s for the
landed gentry. The high prestige of the dance is
conveyed by Writing Master David Young’s
elaborate manuscript for the young Duke of Perth,

A dance from David Young’s MS “A Collection
of the newest Countrey Dances Perform’d in
Scotland,” 1740
Gradually, country dancing caught on throughout
Scotland. By the middle eighteenth century,
assembly rooms and dancing schools had sprung
up in other Scottish towns. A manuscript written
in about 1750 by John McGill, dancing master in
Dunse, describes the country dances he taught and
lists the tunes he used, as well as giving the first
surviving descriptions of solo step dances. McGill
uses Scots words to describe some movements.
“Cleek” means to turn one’s partner, for example,
and “oxter” (literally “armpit’) is a tight arm grip.
This is everyday language for ordinary Scots
people!
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So country dancing was becoming part of the
broader Scottish culture. Through its music, too, it
took on the vigour and excitement of the dance
described by Burns in “Tam o’ Shanter”: “They
reel’d, they set, they cross’d, they cleekit . . . .” By
1775 Burns himself, a farmer’s son, was attending
a country dancing school “to give my manners a
brush.”

Title page of McGill MS
Courtesy of RSCDS Archive
How Scottish were the dances themselves? Most
of the dance figures in Scotland were taken over
from the English country dance, but the dances
became “Scottish” through their music. Many
were set to Scottish tunes, both popular song tunes
(like Ranting Highlandman) and pipe reels
transcribed for the fiddle (like Caberfeidh and
Tullochgorum). At the Aberdeen assembly in the
late eighteenth century, Alexander Jaffray wrote,
“country dances were kept up with great spirit to
the lively Scotch tunes, and formed a most
agreeable amusement, free from ceremony, every
one on terms of intimacy.” Things were no longer
so stiff and starchy.

The Reels
Reel tunes had originally been used for another
form of social dancing popular throughout
Scotland: the reel in which dancers alternately set
and travelled, often in a figure-eight pattern. The
style of the reel seems to have been as lively as its
strongly rhythmic music. A 1774 visitor to
Edinburgh, Captain Edward Topham, described
the effect of this music on the Edinburgh ladies:
“. . . Up they start, animated with new life, and you
would imagine they had been bit by a tarantula.”
Reel steps were intricate and the dancers
improvised at will. The figures of the threesome
reel (the middle dancer setting to and turning
dancers on either side, then dancing a reel of three
with them) reappeared in many of the country
dances recorded in the eighteenth-century Scottish
manuscripts – another element that gave a Scottish
character to the country dances.
Until recently, the reel has been perceived as a
dance indigenous to Scotland and transmitted
orally: a prime example of a communal dance.
Francis Peacock, official town dancing master in
Aberdeen, helped to shape this view. In his book
of 1805, Peacock described his summer trips into
the Highlands where he observed reels, including
one danced by two young girls and a shepherd
boy. Observing their deft footwork, Peacock
concluded that an aptitude for dancing was innate
to Highlanders. Other writers and painters of this
period also prized the naturalness and spontaneity
of the reel. The dancers in David Allan’s painting
below, for example, move freely and joyfully
within a natural, mountainous landscape.

David Allan, A Highland Dance, c.1780
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However, this Romantic view of the reel has
recently been questioned by the scholar Michael
Newton. He cites Gaelic texts to support his view
that reels with their intricate footwork were
introduced to Scotland by dancing masters at the
great houses of the clan chiefs. They may have
originated on the Continent, as the weaving “hey”
pattern is recorded in much earlier dances. Only
after the breakdown of the clan system did reels
become the dances of the common people.
So whereas country dancing was first based on
communal participation but later became a display
of graceful manners, exactly the opposite process
may have occurred with the reel. It was the reel of
the post-Culloden Highlands which crossed the
Atlantic with the Cape Breton settlers and
survived as a dance form based on participation
and improvisation.
The liveliness and Romantic associations of reels
made them popular throughout Britain in the early
nineteenth century. Some London dancing masters
like Thomas Wilson were ambivalent about reels:
he taught them and even devised new ones, but he
warned his students against unseemly spontaneous
behaviour:
Snapping the fingers, in country dancing and in
reels, the sudden howl or yell so frequently
practised, ought particularly to be avoided, as
partaking too much of the customs of barbarous

nations . . . and by no means suited to the BallRoom.
In his frontispiece below, Wilson showed the
contrast between the vigorous reelers dancing to
the piper, with their raised arms and high stepping,
and the demure, elegant country dancers pointing
their toes in the background.
Another result of the Romantic movement was an
interest in Scottish tunes and Scottish musicians in
England. Niel Gow’s band played at Almack’s
assembly in London, “the seventh heaven of the
fashionable world” (Gronow, qtd. in Emmerson
119). The tunes became so popular that many
country dances in English collections were set to
them and took their Scottish names. Eventually,
this provided a fertile hunting-ground for the
editors of the early RSCDS books, giving us
dances like The Gates of Edinburgh, The White
Cockade, and The Duke of Atholl’s Reel.
As Scottish country dancers, then, we are
fortunate to have inherited a dance form with
hybrid vigour. Take the elegant, restrained country
dance of the eighteenth-century ballroom, match it
with fast-moving, rousing Scottish music, throw in
a few dashes of the vigorous threesome and
foursome reels, and we have a dance form which
can satisfy the intellect and release the emotions.
As Jean Milligan loved to say, ideally it is
“controlled abandon.”

Thomas Wilson, Frontispiece to A Companion to the Ball-Room, 1816
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The Nineteenth Century and the Dancies
In nineteenth-century Scotland, dancing was still
taught as a discipline essential for polite behavior,
but it also played a central part in social life. It was
both beneficial and fun.
While the dancing masters of earlier centuries
taught only the privileged classes, now almost all
young people took dancing lessons which
included instruction in social etiquette. Their
teachers, affectionately known as “dancies,” must
have been a familiar sight as they walked or cycled
throughout their region, often carrying their fiddle.
They offered classes wherever they could attract
enough pupils, in towns, villages, and even on
farms.
We can glimpse the country dances of 1805 in a
manuscript recording the dances taught by a
dancie in his regular visits to Blantyre Farm, south
of Glasgow. Another manuscript, written by
Frederick Hill in 1841, records step dances and
country dances taught by travelling masters in
Alford, Aberdeenshire.
Although Hill, a young tailor, cannot spell the
French words used by his master (he writes
“paddy vass” for “pas de basque”), such young
people were serious enough about their dancing to
write down and study the dances. Hill was in good
company, as we have seen in the case of Robert
Burns. Even farm lads learned courtly behaviour
with its roots far back in medieval chivalry.

“Triumph” as described by Hill
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Dancing enlivened social occasions like
weddings, kirns or harvest festivals, and hiring
fairs in the rural Lowlands. Regular public dances
were held in towns and villages, and landlords
gave balls for their tenants. In the Highlands,
people danced at ceilidhs and even outdoors on
moonlit nights. The dancies began by teaching
their students to keep time with their feet. The
distinctive quality of Scottish dancing, in fact, was
a strongly marked rhythm which matched the
excitement of the music. The atmosphere is
conveyed by this description of a kirn at
Harviestoun in 1813 by Charlotte, Lady Wake:
Fast and faster still, each foot kept that wonderful
time, of which none who has not witnessed real
Scottish dancing can form the faintest idea . . .
every limb answers to the marvellous music of the
Scottish reel and Highland strathspey. Feet
stamping, fingers snapping, eyes as it were on fire,
heads thrown back, while shouts mark the crisis of
the dance – it must have been seen to be imagined.
The dancies taught country dances, quadrilles,
reels, and solo step dances. Quadrilles shared their
ancestry with country dances, having developed
from English country dances exported to France.
After 1815, they re-crossed the Channel and
arrived in England and Scotland. So quadrille
figures like grand chain and ladies’ chain were
incorporated into the country dance. In the larger
towns and cities especially, masters also taught the
newer couple dances: the waltz, polka, galop, and
schottische. In England, these eclipsed the country
dance, which survived only in remoter parts of the
countryside.
However, a small but stable repertoire of country
dances survived in Scotland. Circassian Circle,
Petronella, Triumph, Flowers of Edinburgh, Duke
of Perth, Blue Bonnets, Mrs. MacLeod, Meg
Merrilees, and Merry Lads of Ayr appear over and
over in the pocket-sized manuals published
between the 1820s and World War 1. Duke of
Perth, Mrs. MacLeod, and Merry Lads of Ayr also
belong to a small group which some manual
writers classify as “Scotch country dances,” on the
basis partly of their tunes and partly of their
figures. All three include the figure “set to and turn
corners” followed by “reel of three with corners,”
so similar to the Scottish reel. In contrast,

Petronella and Triumph are classified as “English
country dances.”

All who know the Scottish National Dances will
admit they bear the impress, or are the exponents
of a manly, vigorous and healthy people, sound
and healthy both in body and mind.
Reels were danced at the balls held in conjunction
with Highland Games, those revivals of ancient
Highland culture as seen through upper-class
Victorian eyes. The wearing of the tartan and the
playing of the pipes for dancing reels brought
three symbols of Scottishness together. Queen
Victoria gave her seal of approval to reels by
employing a dancing master to teach them to her
own children and even, occasionally, enjoying
them herself.

Title page of the manual [c.1880] by W.F. Gillies
which includes Glasgow Highlanders
It seems, then, that the country dance, while
originally an English import, was set to become
traditional in Scotland. The dance Duke of Perth,
for example, was written down for the Blantyre
farming family in 1805. Its tune was recorded
much earlier, in David Young’s 1737 manuscript
for the grandson of the original Duke of Perth. The
dance was published in at least eleven pocket
dance manuals. In the late nineteenth century,
Duke of Perth turns up in the repertoire of dancing
masters from several parts of the country.
Aristocrats, too, danced it at their Highland Balls.

These ceremonial occasions would have their
counterparts in the Seaforths’ balls in Vancouver.
Because of these symbolic overtones, Highland
regiments danced reels as part of their training,
and this too would be echoed in early twentiethcentury Vancouver. The later nineteenth century
saw the development of the Eightsome Reel, a
fusion of the reel and the quadrille, from within
the upper-class culture of the Highland Games and
Balls. Books on “Scottish national dances”
describe complicated steps which could be used
for reels, and at least one writer offered classes
focused on the Eightsome Reel alone.

Scottish “National Dances”
A new, rather self-conscious attitude towards
Scottish dance emerged in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. The term “national
dances” began to be used for reels and for some
solo dances. These dances took on an aura of
romantic Scottish nationalism, and were believed
to stand for elements of the Scottish character like
strength and mental resourcefulness. Atkinson
(1900) makes this proud statement:

Donald Mackenzie, Illustrated Guide to the
National Dances of Scotland, 1910, Plate 7
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The Early Twentieth Century
Changes in Scottish social structure in the early
twentieth century inevitably led to changes in the
social dance repertoire. Scotland was becoming
more urban and industrialized. Some of the social
occasions when people danced (the penny
weddings, the kirns, and the rural hiring fairs)
dropped out of existence.

Also after the upheaval of World War 1 came an
influx of new music and dance styles from
overseas. In big cities like Glasgow, young people
flocked to commercial ballrooms where they
danced the foxtrot and other couple dances
inspired by syncopated ragtime rhythms. Dancing
was as popular as ever in Scotland – Glasgow had
more public ballrooms than any other city in the
United Kingdom – but the new dances were based
on rhythm rather than set steps, and the French
ballet technique with its precise foot positions was
no longer relevant.
Similar changes in England led to a deliberate
revival of a form of dance which had its roots in
earlier tradition: the country dance. In
reconstructing country dances for the Folk Dance
and Song Society, Cecil Sharp ignored the
fashionable country dancing of the eighteenth
century and sought to recover the simpler style of
the “folk.” He idealized rural life at a time when it
was in decline. Sharp collected and published the
few dances which still survived in English
villages, but he also drew on seventeenth-century
printed collections by Playford and others
intended for literate urban people.
When they formed the Scottish Country Dance
Society in 1923, Jean Milligan and Isobel Stewart
were also motivated by cultural nationalism and a
reaction against modernism. They felt that
insidious new influences, like jazz, were invading
Scotland and needed to be repelled. Country
dancing, from their point of view, had degenerated
into a “romp,” and they wished to restore it as the
dancing of the ballroom. So, for example, they
replaced linked-arm turns with more decorous
turns using only hands.
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While the nineteenth-century dancies had been
“not too particular” about country dance steps
(according to Tom and Joan Flett’s later research),
Milligan and Stewart standardized the steps,
bringing them closer to the eighteenth-century
ballroom style. As only one dance in strathspey
tempo, Glasgow Highlanders, was still widely
known, they were free to invent graceful and
mannered strathspey steps. They also stressed
ballroom etiquette; here they followed the
tradition of nineteenth-century manual writers,
who often included “hints” on dress, deportment,
and general polite behaviour.

Miss Milligan and Mrs. Stewart in the 1920s
Photo courtesy of RSCDS Archives

In their collections published from 1924 on,
Milligan and Stewart published the few surviving
country dances, as well as the reels which Mrs.
Stewart, a member of the Highland gentry,
remembered from attending Highland balls of the
kind illustrated on the next page.
Once this had been done, the search for more
country dances led Milligan and Stewart to the
eighteenth-century manuscripts and to dances
with Scottish names published in the English
collections. Formations which were no longer
danced were standardized according to the SCDS
founders’ readings of these sources. Generally,
they were tidied up. The poussette, for example,
had once consisted of two couples circling round
each other in ballroom hold but now became a
crisp, square figure with both hands held. Other
formations like allemande and double triangles
shared only their names with their prototypes.

While Milligan and Stewart were conservative in
their outlook, they were very modern women in
some ways. In the 1920s women were coming into
their own, finally receiving the UK suffrage in
1928. It was natural, then, that many of the early
leaders of SCD in both Scotland and Canada
should be women, in contrast to the male dancies
of the nineteenth century.
While the early RSCDS books contained only
dances dating before 1900, an important change
took place after World War II when the Society
began publishing newly devised dances. One of
the first modern devisers was Hugh Foss, a
professional code-breaker who had led the
Japanese naval section at Bletchley Park. Foss
brought his analytical intelligence to bear on the
figures of the country dance, conceiving new
patterns based on the older ones and bringing new
complexity and interest to the dance. Foss dances
like Polharrow Burn are still enjoyed today.

Announcement of 1907 “Grand Highland Ball”
attended by Ysobel Campbell, later Mrs. Stewart
Reproduced by Alastair MacFadyen in
An Album for Mrs. Stewart
The SCDS was a highly serious “movement” to
which Jean Milligan devoted her life. Written
authority was paramount. Books of dances and
music were published regularly and sent to all
members, beginning with Book 1 in 1924 and
continuing right through to Book 49 and beyond.
A system of teacher training also introduced in
1924 ensured that the aims and standards of the
founders would be maintained through organized
classes. The St. Andrews Summer School,
directed by Jean Milligan and first held in 1927,
became a mecca to which dancers returned each
year to refresh their enthusiasm. Miss Milligan, a
Physical Education instructor at Jordanhill
College of Education, used her influence to make
country dancing a required component of physical
education in Scottish schools. Later in her life,
Miss Milligan made missionary journeys to many
cities, including Vancouver, to encourage people
to form branches of the RSCDS.

Foss was followed by others, including Hugh
Thurston, also a Cambridge mathematician and
junior member of the Bletchley Park team. While
the early SCD movement in Vancouver owed
everything to Mrs Bingham (our equivalent to
Jean Milligan), Thurston’s arrival in Vancouver in
1958 ensured that we also had an equivalent to
Hugh Foss.

Hugh Foss (left) in the 1940s dancing The
Hebridean Weaving Lilt, collected by Mary
Isdale MacNab of Vancouver
Photo courtesy of London Branch Archives
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